"Science research has been fun. I have appreciated applying subject material learned in school to a completely unique project.”

-Jason Chisolm

“Science Research is the only meaningful part of my day, without it, I wouldn’t even go to school.”

-Jacob Roday

“It was fun to be able to create my own experiment and research my particular interests”-Livi Macvicar-Flug

“I enjoy science research because it expands my learning experience and offers me opportunities most don’t see until late into their careers.”

-Holly Flores

“Science Research was a great class. Learning more from others and getting a feel of what I’d like to do in my career.”

-Bobby Scott

Contact us:
Main-(631) 673-2001
Science Department- (631) 673-2020
Mrs.Kenny– lpYZocha@hufsd.edu
Science Research

Through our science program the students will learn to design and conduct an original research project. The course is structured so that students learn research methodologies and laboratory experiences. We offer an exemplary learning experience that enhances the student’s knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values, and which enables them as contributing members of both our school community and our greater society.”

- Ms. Kenny

Science Research has been an innovative and fun way for students to explore different interests and topics. This class is very different from other classes, for it allows students to work hands on with laboratory equipment while proving hypotheses and conducting unique experiments. Though this class is very demanding, the students have put in all of their efforts and definitely reached their full potentials. Each day the science research students have come to class with an open mind and ready to work. It was an honor working with my science research class, for they have shown me that with hard work and dedication, anything is possible.

-Alexa Giammarino (Student Intern)

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS

Freshman
Giselle Aparicio
Anfernee Lopez
Olivia Macvicar-Flug
Brandon May
Kevin Montefusco
Jake Ryan
Matthew Sherman
James Sosa
Joshua Watkins
Alden Wolfe
Marc Feldman
Alexandria Mandriota
Ryan Newell
Victor Tellez

Sophomore
Ershad Amin
Matthew Angeliadis
Rachel Bosco
Andrea Cerini
Christian Defeo
William Hannon
Megan Hansen
Cindythia Harjono
Holden Kata
Emaad Khwaja
Amber Lindner

Juniors
Jason Chisolm
Juliana Coraor
Kaja Coraor
Holly Flores
Jake Goldstein
Marissa Schedler

-Andrew Mollitor
-Ari Moskowitz
-Molly Prep
-Joseph Rizzi
-Jacob Roday
-Bobby Scott
-Eric Sze
-Aryan Tafreshi
-Daniel Tuohey
-Frank Yeh

“Research is the act of going up alleys to see if they are blind.”– Plutarch